EXTRAORDINARY POWER Event

FRIDAY, MAY 15 – SUNDAY, MAY 17 2015

FIND YOUR PURPOSE
SPEAK YOUR TRUTH
CHANGE YOUR LIFE
Dear Extraordinary Power Attendees,

I’d like to personally welcome each of you to what I know will be the best three days your body, mind and soul have ever spent together. Extraordinary Power ‘15!

Many people dream about getting clarity on their life purpose and imagine what it would be like to have the courage and energy to step away from their daily lives and experience something truly awakening.

My hope is that Extraordinary Power ‘15 will be just that – an event that has the power to help transform your career, relationships and health. A three day experience to transform the way you look at the world and yourself.

You made the first and most important step that 99% of people on the planet have not -- you followed your calling to be Extraordinary!

Get ready to unlock your deepest purpose and use your voice to create the life you desire.

Extraordinary Power ’15 is specially designed to support you—and teach you how awaken to your deepest heart’s truth and let that truth create a clear message that inspires you to personal greatness and others to follow your lead.

You see... there is only one you. This weekend we find out why and what it means to be extraordinary.

If you’ve let your life wear you down and need to be inspired and uplifted, you will find that three days with the amazing teachers and healers from the Rhys Thomas Institute is just what you need to go back and kick some butt in your life!

There is so much that you will get over the next few days. Let me give you an idea of what you can expect – with the hopes that you’ll be jumping up and down saying “YES! BRING IT ON!”

CONTENT:

OK, folks—don’t miss a moment. Don’t be late. Don’t leave early. I will sharing with you the same training system step by step that we use at the Rhys Thomas Institute. Every part of the weekend supports what is coming next. Each part acts as a catalyst that opens your energy channels and builds till on Sunday you are ready to fly! What you learn will be instantly applicable to every part of your life.
RHYSOURCES:

The Rhysources in the room are amazing! The people who just like you have been called to be here are first. Each person has a gift for you. Doing deep work is so much more fun with others who are going deep with you. There are teachers, graduates and students placed at each table to support and coach you. They are highly trained in this work and will be loving cheerleader that will help you every step of the way.

COMMIT:

Nothing works unless you work it. Be certain to commit to the experience over the next few days. Immerse yourself in the work and talk with other attendees about what is happening inside you. Then commit to continue growing and transforming after you leave.

ENTHUSIASM:

The essence of life is enthusiasm. This weekend you will be asked to see just how much energy you can access deep within you to live and speak your life purpose. The level of your enthusiasm in any moment will always be proportional to how much of your life purpose you are living. So dance when we dance, sing when we sing, share from the heart when it’s your turn and bring the energy that you and everyone at your table needs to break old patterns. Give yourself permission to play!

This work might surprise you. It may make you laugh, cry, scream, run and hide or you may feel a deep sense of inner peace. And, that’s all before the first break. Our primary aim for this event is that you leave the Extraordinary Power/Extraordinary Life weekend and feel truly extraordinary and reconnected to the source of your greatness.

Let’s do this!

Rhyz Thomas
YOU ARE A VIP!

DON’T YOU THINK IT’S TIME TO GET THE PERKS THAT GO WITH IT?

VIP COCKTAIL RECEPTION

- Special VIP cocktail hour with Rhys and his star teachers from the Rhys Thomas Institute ($99 value)
- Special early VIP access to the meeting room with reserved seating up front or anywhere you choose
- Post-event access for 6 months to all 3 days of video so you can keep reaping the benefits ($297 value)
- VIP Express line at registration to breeze by the crowd
- A gift of unlimited online video access to Rhys' entire Extraordinary Power Event 2015 event ($199 value)

TODAY ONLY: $99

Turn this order form in to registration to reserve your seat!

Name:____________________________________________________________________________________

Phone:___________________________________ Email:__________________________________________

Billing Address:___________________________________________________________________________

City:_____________________________State:___________Zip:_________________Country:___________

Payment Method: □ Check □ Visa □ MasterCard □ American Express

Card Number:_____________________________________________________Exp Date:______________

Signature:_________________________________________________________________________________
MEET YOUR HOST: RHYS THOMAS

Rhys Thomas is a visionary author, speaker, coach and trainer in the energy medicine field and personal development. He is known worldwide as a pioneer in energy medicine and re-interpretation of energy medicine techniques for personal and professional transformation. He is the creator of the Rhys Method® transformational system taught exclusively at the Rhys Thomas Institute, and as part of his signature Coaching Programs. He is the author of the upcoming book, *Discover Your Purpose, How To Use The 5 Life Purpose Profiles To Unlock Your Hidden Potential And Live The Life You Were Meant To Live.*

When he was 38, Rhys had an awakening and realized that although he was successful in many ways, he felt that there was something huge missing. What was missing was a true inner sense of mission and inner peace. He had the realization that who he was trying to be was only a shadow of who he was truly born to be. At that time, Rhys could see that he was not alone and many people were stuck in the same pattern of not knowing who they truly were and living trial and error lives like he had been. With this realization, Rhys developed an easy to apply system of self-understanding that moves far beyond other personality systems.

Today, Rhys has impacted tens of thousands of people through his videos, speaking events and programs, and the Rhys Thomas Institute. He discovered that most people are looking for three basic things in life: financial freedom in a career they are proud of, more satisfying relationships both personally and in business, and better health so they can enjoy their lives. He shows people how to find what they want in three easy steps; to get clear on your purpose and direction; to develop the habit of courage, and raise your energy to follow your calling fearlessly.

Rhys is a graduate and former teacher at the Institute of Healing Arts and Sciences and the founder of The Rhys Thomas Institute and Solstice Healing Arts Center. He has 15 years of experience in energy medicine practice, which includes full spectrum healing, crystal bowl sound healing, energy reading and soul reading. He is a certified Energy Medicine Practitioner, Reiki Master and 2nd Degree Black Belt with twenty five years of martial arts training. Before entering the healing arts, he had a successful twenty seven career as a tennis professional and national speaker in the sports industry.

But, what Rhys is most proud of are his two sons, Trevyr and Logan, and his amazing staff of thirty plus teachers who fill his heart with joy and playfulness every day! Rhys and his staff are dedicated to helping heart centered and successful people, who know they have a higher calling, find it and live it.
GENERAL INFORMATION

Extraordinary Power Event is a 3 day event which we hope will transform you, to be your best ever! If there's anything that we can do to make your experience better, please let us know.

HERE ARE SOME FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS.
IF YOU HAVE OTHERS, PLEASE ASK!

Q: How do I know what table to sit at?

Staff at the registration desk will give you your table number assignment. You will also have a Team Leader who will be seated with you throughout the program. They will be your ‘go to’ person for most questions asked. (If you came to the event to be with some not at your table, let your table leader know immediately upon arrival)

Q: Can I get my badge changed with my nickname on it?

There are temporary badges that you can write your name on, but it will not be printed. Most importantly, we want you to feel comfortable!

Q: I would like to arrive early. Where can I get breakfast prior to the program? How about snacks?

The hotel has a restaurant, The Breakfast Nook, right off the lobby. Cash and charge cards are accepted. Vending machines are also located in the lobby. Whole Foods in the Legacy Place Mall is open at 8:00am.

Q: What if I am stuck in traffic and arrive late?

During the general sessions, the doors are open 20 minutes before and are open for the day. Please be considerate of noise and disruption if you enter during a session. IMPORTANT: The 8:00am-9:00am Temple of Light Meditation on Sunday, the doors will only be open from 8:00am-8:05am. Please be prompt and arrive at the Holiday Inn before 7:45am to prepare for this Experience. If you arrive late, please meditate silently outside the room until 8:30 when you will be allowed to enter and join the group.
GENERAL INFORMATION (CONT’D)

Q: *Can I bring a guest to the program?*

If you plan on bringing a guest, please have them register for the event. If you bring an unregistered guest we will do everything in our power to get them in the room. Keep in mind that the Fire Marshal code states that the room cannot hold more than 300 people. Depending on attendance, there may be no problem, but be aware that we must turn way people when the maximum capacity is reached.

Q: *Who do I talk to if I have a question about the content of the event?*

In most cases, you’ll talk with your table leader or one of Rhys Thomas’ teachers who are wearing a white shirt. They should be able to answer your questions directly. If not, they will find out who can!

Q: *I registered as a VIP. Do I have special seating and are there any special events?*

Yes, there are specific tables reserved for VIPs and early room and teacher access each day. There is also a cocktail reception for VIP members on Friday evening after the event where you will one on one access to Rhys and his top staff and be part of a raffle to win coaching and healing times with Rhys and staff.

Q: *I'd like to upgrade to VIP status. How can I do that?*

Please see anyone at Registration or talk to your Table Leader to upgrade to VIP.

Q: *What's the dress code for this event?*

We typically keep the room cool, but it heats up with all the energy! Bring a warm sweater just in case, you can always take it off. Most importantly, wear comfortable clothing and shoes for our exercises.

Q: *Can I take photos for social media?*

We’d love for you to share photos on Twitter, Facebook and Pinterest, but please, not during the Temple of Light ceremony on Sunday morning. That’s a scared meditation. When tweeting, make sure to use the hashtag *#RhysMethod* and *#ExtraordinaryPower15* and post frequently on Facebook and Pinterest at Rhys Thomas Institute.
GENERAL INFORMATION (CONT’D)

Q: Can I videotape any of Rhys’ teaching?
None of the activities of the event can be recorded by attendees without expressed written permission.

Q: Will there be internet provided, free of charge?
Yes, the hotel has provided free internet to all attendees and guests. You can find the hotel listed under your Wifi connections and the password is holiday5.

Q: Where can I find an ATM?
An ATM is conveniently located in the hotel.

Q: What’s the cell phone policy for this event?
Cell phones should be in the silent or vibrating mode. If you need to take a call, please be considerate of others and go outside the room to talk. Everyone will appreciate that and you'll have privacy. It is recommended that during the sessions you give yourself freedom from the distraction of your phone and shut it off.

Q: Is there special parking for this event?
Extraordinary Power 2015 will be held in the Ballroom of the Holiday Inn and there’s plenty of free parking space. As always, we suggest you keep your valuables in a secure place and lock your car.

Q: I’ve met some great people. Can I get a list of names and contact information?
Unfortunately, we can’t share private information unless everyone agrees. Please feel free to meet and make friends and gather the contacts you want during breaks. Some friendships last a lifetime!

Q: I have to leave the event early to go home. Where can I store my luggage?
Feel free to talk with the front desk to store your luggage. They should be able to accommodate you.
GENERAL INFORMATION (CONT’D)

Q: *I need a ride to Logan Airport. Where can I arrange that?*

The hotel desk at the Holiday Inn will help with your questions about transportation, restaurants or any special requests you may have. You can inquire at the front desk or feel free to call them directly at (781)-329-1000.

Q: *I’d like to buy Rhys’ products to take home. How can I arrange that?*

We’re happy you’re investing in your transformation! You can find any of Rhys’ products at the back of the room. Also, feel free to ask of the Rhys’ teaching staff or table leaders about what products might be best for you.

Q: *How can I pre-purchase a copy of Rhys’ new book, Discover Your Purpose?*

There is an order form for the book on page 26 of the workbook.

Q: *How can I learn more about future programs?*

We have staff inside the ballroom that can answer all your inquiries. We’ll also be sharing information on our newest programs and classes at the Rhys Thomas Institute.
RESTAURANTS IN THE HOLIDAY INN AREA

HOLIDAY INN HOTEL
The Nook – Breakfast only
Weekend Hours – 7:00 am – 10:30 am
Note: Get your coffee here in the morning

NEARBY RESTAURANTS
Bamboo Asian Restaurant and Sushi Bar - Attached to the Holiday Inn, right off the Conference Center Entrance

Joe's American Bar & Grill – Close walking distance in the adjacent parking lot

RESTAURANTS IN LEGACY PLACE – SEE MAP FOR EXACT LOCATIONS
Aquitaine
b.good
Genki
J.P. Licks
Kings
Legal C Bar
Met Bar & Grill
P.F. Chang's China Bistro
Qdoba Mexican Grill
Shake Shack
Sugar Heaven
Whole Foods Market
Wicked Restaurant and Wine Bar
Yard House
WALKING DIRECTIONS TO LEGACY PLACE

1. Head southeast on Ariadne Road
2. Turn left toward Elm Street
3. Turn right onto Elm Street
4. Turn left onto Boston-Providence Turnpike
5. Take a slight right onto Legacy Place
6. Turn left to stay on Legacy Place
**AGENDA: FRIDAY, MAY 15TH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Check-In</td>
<td>11:00am – 12:00 noon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Overview &amp; Description</td>
<td>12:00pm – 1:45pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break</td>
<td>1:45pm – 2:15pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profiles - Who Are You?</td>
<td>2:15pm – 4:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dinner break</td>
<td>4:00pm – 6:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking Your Truth</td>
<td>6:00pm – 7:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Bowl Chanting</td>
<td>7:00pm – 8:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIP Reception</td>
<td>9:00pm – 10:30pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## AGENDA: SATURDAY, MAY 16TH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registration Check-In</td>
<td>8:30am – 9:00am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opening the 5th Chakra Meditation</td>
<td>9:00am – 10:00am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th Chakra: Creating Your World</td>
<td>10:00am – 11:00am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break</td>
<td>11:00am – 11:30am</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibrational Healing</td>
<td>11:30am – 12:30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>12:30pm – 2:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courage to Create Your Dream</td>
<td>2:00pm – 4:00pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break</td>
<td>4:00pm – 4:45 pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraordinary Power Process/Q &amp; A</td>
<td>4:45pm – 5:30 pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Sunday Preparation:

**Don’t forget about the Temple of Light ceremony tomorrow at 8:00am.**
This is the one time Rhys offers this amazing experience to the public!

Be early!! Be silent once you enter the event area. If you are late, you’ll miss out. Doors will only be open from 8:00am-8:05am. Come prepared for an amazing experience!

Long morning: The day goes from 8:00am-2:00pm with no meal break. Eat a good breakfast before you come and bring any snack food you need that till tide you over on breaks.
AGENDA: SUNDAY, MAY 17TH

(This is a long morning. There will be no lunch break since the day ends at 2:00. Bring snacks for break times)

- Temple of Light (Arrive at 7:45 and be silent) 8:00am – 8:30am
- Group Sharing about the Temple 8:30am – 9:15am
- Reset room 9:15am – 9:30am
- Step by Step: Living the Extraordinary Life 9:30am – 11:00am
- Break 11:00pm – 11:30pm
- Fun! 11:30am – 12:30pm
- How to Use Profiles in Your Work/Relationships 12:30pm – 1:30pm
- Concluding Ceremony Life Purpose Line 1:30pm – 2:00pm
DISCOVERING YOUR SECRET PLACE

1. You will need your workbook and a pen for this exercise.

2. Begin by finding a quiet place to do this inner investigation. You will need to set aside at least a half hour for this exercise. It may only take five minutes, but you will not want to rush.

3. Sit or relax the way you have always liked to sit or relax. Take some deep breaths and relax your body from toes to head, consciously flexing and relaxing each part.

4. Begin by closing your eyes and visualizing going to your family home when you were 4-10 years old. Look at it from the outside then go in and walk around, there is no one else in the house. Go into all the rooms and then go to your bedroom and see what is in it, toys, stuffed animals etc, Notice how you feel.

5. Now think about a place where you would go to play that was your special place. It can be a hiding place, a place in nature, a crawl space, basement or attic, it can even be at a grandparents' home or a friend's house or summer vacation spot or beach. It's a place where you felt safe and inspired. And no one really knew how awesome it was, just you. You may have had more than one. If so, go to each one and see which one makes you feel the most alive and full.

6. Once you have your place clear in your mind, go there now and enter your child body as you are enjoying your Secret Place. Feel and then write down everything that is going on in and around you. Sit in this state of being for a few minutes. Notice how full you feel. What kind of “filling” do you need? Is it light, active, vibrant, heavy, or powerful like water, expansive, warm? Where in your body do you feel it? This is your state of inner peace and the direct experience of your extraordinary life purpose profile.

7. Now in your visualization go back into your house and interact with your family. What happens to your energy when you walk in the door and your parents and family look at you, talk to you interact with you?
DISCOVERING YOUR SECRET PLACE (CONT’D)

8. Go back to your special place and see that you can easily go back to inner peace and the memory of your life purpose. Practice this visualization often and go back and forth between the two places till you can really feel the pattern of how you restrict the extraordinary parts of yourself to fit in your family and the world.

9. This is now a tool to use in your daily life. Your Secret Place and how you expressed it in your life is a direct gateway to your life purpose. Meditate on your Secret Place every morning for 30 days while you listen to your favorite crystal bowl tone. You want to begin to anchor to this part of you more than your defense.

10. The goal of your adult life is to make all of it your secret place!

11. IF YOU DID NOT GET A SECRET PLACE: It does not mean you didn't have one. Try it again and ask, if you had a secret place what would it have been like? Go there and do the rest of the meditation.
TEMPLE OF LIGHT (8:00-9:00AM SHARP SUNDAY)

WHAT THE TEMPLE IS:
The Temple of Light is one of Rhys’ most sacred healing gifts. It is a silent half hour meditation and sharing. He offers it only once a year at the Rhys Thomas Institute for students only, and the one public time where he creates a temple is at the Extraordinary Power Event. (YOU DO NOT WANT TO MISS THIS).

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT:
The temple creates a space for silent meditation where the participants can access their deepest truths and spiritual awareness. In the temple, people may feel a direct link to their soul, God or the Source, have transformational healings, or just experience a pleasant inner peace or any level of clarity, feelings or thoughts. Keep in mind that everything that happens in the temple is direct guidance.

SILENCE:
When participating in the Temple Of Light, please arrive at least 15 minutes before 8:00am. Please refrain from talking once you enter the hotel.

VERY IMPORTANT:
The door will only open once from 8:00am to 8:05am. If you arrive late, you will not be allowed into the room till the meditation is over as to not disrupt the energy. Please meditate in the hall outside the room and honor the silence. You will still receive great benefit.

SHARING:
The meditation will last till 8:30am. From 8:30am till 9:00am attendees can share their experiences at the microphone and Rhys will do readings to support a deeper awareness and spiritual meaning of specific visions and experiences. With such a large attendance, please be considerate and keep your time at the microphone on point so we can let many people share.
When I came into the program, I felt like the best years of my life were behind me. I had no energy and I was so letting my illness define me that I was afraid to do much of anything. I didn't dance with the class, I kept myself separate, propped up with pillows in a chair in the corner and I had really lost hope that I would ever really be happy or healthy again.

Now, I have so much energy. I dance up a storm both in and outside of class, I now feel so young and know that my spirit has never aged just my attitude toward living life. The school taught me how to play again, how to have fun and helped me discover that I have a very youthful spirit. I feel like I went from an old lady to a joyful youth.

Last Friday on my 58th birthday, one of my classmates told me that I looked like a 20 year old! That was so awesome!

Becoming a student at RTIEM was the best thing I have ever done for myself and for those who love me. When I signed up for the program, I was hoping to get back my old life before I became ill. What I received instead was a path to a whole new way of being – a path to living an authentic and inspired life. I am deeply grateful to Rhys and all of the teachers who have helped me to claim a passion and zest for living that just two years ago I did not think was possible.

All thanks to you, Rhys and the wonderful teachers at the school. Thank you.

Rev. Bonnie Steinroeder
Senior Minister, First Congregational Church, Holliston, MA
Attending the Extraordinary Power Event last May has unwittingly transformed my life.

I attended the event at a point in my life where externally I was a success in my corporate job, wife and mother but my impending divorce made me begin to question if there was something big I was missing.

I was very unsure about myself, my future, and where I fit into the world.

When Rhys stated that “someone in your life is waiting for you to step into your power”, it struck me that it was true, and it was my daughter waiting. I knew I didn’t have a choice, and I must join the school. The 1st year has opened my heart and given me more confidence and awareness of my real gifts.

I now actually feel a deep inner happiness and peace that I have not felt for a very long time. I highly recommend this program - it provides invaluable insight on perceptions, relationships and living life - it should be required curriculum for everyone.

Shelley Martorano
Worcester, MA
I am a Business Analyst who implements software for utilities across North America. I started this work because I was fascinated by the profiles. I could sense that there was something there for me...that maybe who I was trying to be, wasn't really who I was.

I believed that I needed to leave my corporate job and I was desperately trying to make the right decisions...but nothing really "felt" right. I was stuck and kind of terrified (it's actually a little strange to look back)! Three years later, I am still in the same job but "I" am completely different in that job.

I appreciate (at least most days...even the hard ones) how what I do perfectly challenges and supports my profile (CL/TP). I'm not sure what my career will look like a month, a year or 5 years from now...but I'm no longer scared or worried or desperate.

I know who I am at such a deep level (thanks to the profiles), that I am super clear what I bring to every job, role and relationship. I guess that the best way to put it is that I used to feel like my job and even my life were trying to destroy me.

Now I can clearly see how they support everything about who I really am!

Showing up to my life as me, literally changed everything. And I'm not even sure that I could say exactly what about the school made this miracle possible...there is definitely some "magic", some alchemy involved. But the profiles and my tribe were huge pieces for me. If you had told me 3 years ago that I would believe that I actually needed (and wanted :)) other people in my life, I would have laughed at you. But the group of people that I spent the last few years with (both classmates and teachers) showed me what's possible in healthy relationships, they showed me what real love looks like.

In case you couldn't tell, I talk about and recommend the program to everyone!

Raylene Kwasnick
Vancouver, BC
I am a clinical psychologist, working with ministers as they prepare for ministry.

I came to the program hoping to make progress in an area where I had been stuck—in my career with writing. I have made progress in this area, and found that there were many good reasons why I had been stuck.

The program is helping me work through these with wisdom and self-compassion. Additionally, as a therapist, I know that transformation goes much faster in the context of a supportive group. The primary aspects of the program that have stood out for me are the profiles (they help tremendously at work and in personal relationships), and the support of a group of people who love me, and help me, and with whom I can be seen for who I am.

Others see the changes in me: I am more grounded and more accessible. And I feel more comfortable just being who I am with people.

I recommend the program for people who are serious about transformation—it is hard work, but they can make progress they haven’t seen in other programs. And it is wonderful being surrounded with love and positive energy as you do the work in the Rhys Thomas Institute programs!

Ellie McConnaughy
"BRAVE" SARA BAREILLES

You can be amazing
You can turn a phrase into a
weapon or a drug
You can be the outcast
Or be the backlash of somebody's lack of
love
Or you can start speaking up

Maybe there's a way out of the cage
where you live
Maybe one of these days you can
let the light in
Show me how big your brave is

Nothing's gonna hurt you the
way that words do
When they settle 'neath your skin
Kept on the inside and no sunlight
Sometimes a shadow wins
But I wonder what would happen if you

Say what you wanna say
And let the words fall out
Honestly I wanna see you be brave
With what you want to say
And let the words fall out
Honestly I wanna see you be brave

And since your history of silence
Won't do you any good,
Did you think it would?
Let your words be anything but empty
Why don't you tell them the truth?

Say what you wanna say
And let the words fall out
Honestly I wanna see you be brave
With what you want to say
And let the words fall out
Honestly I wanna see you be brave

I just want to see you (X3)
I wanna see you be brave

I just wanna see you(X3)
I wanna see you be brave

Everybody's been there,
Everybody's been stared down by the
enemy
Fallen for the fear
And done some disappearing,
Bow down to the mighty
Don't run, just stop holding your tongue

I just wanna see you(x3)
I wanna see you be brave

I just wanna see you(x3)
See you be brave

I just wanna see you(x3)
I just wanna see you(x3)

Writer(s): Jack Antonoff, Sara Bareilles
Copyright: Sony/ATV Tunes LLC, Sony/ATV Songs LLC, Ducky Donath Music, Tiny Bear Music
"SAY" JOHN MAYER

Take all of your wasted honor.
Every little past frustration.
Take all of your so called problems,
Better put 'em in quotations.

Say what you need to say (x8)

Walkin' like a one man army,
Fightin' with the shadows in your head.
Livin' up the same old moment
Knowin' you'd be better off instead

If you could only...Say what you need to say (x8)

Have no fear for givin' in.
Have no fear for giving over.
You better know that in the end
It's better to say too much, than never to say what you need to say again.

Even if your hands are shaking,
And your faith is broken.
Even as the eyes are closin',
Do it with a heart wide open.

Say what you need to say (x7)

Say what you need to, Say what you need to...

Say what you need to say.
"ROAR" KATY PERRY

I used to bite my tongue
and hold my breath
Scared to rock the boat and make a mess
So I sat quietly, agree politely
I guess that I forgot I had a choice
I let you push me past the breaking point
I stood for nothing, so I fell for everything

You held me down, but I got up (HEY!)
Already brushing off the dust
You hear my voice, you hear that sound
Like thunder gonna shake the ground
You held me down, but I got up (HEY!)
Get ready ’cause I’ve had enough
I see it all, I see it now

[Chorus:]

I got the eye of the tiger, a fighter, dancing
through the fire
’Cause I am a champion and you’re gonna
hear me roar
Louder, louder than a lion
’Cause I am a champion and you’re gonna
hear me roar
Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh X3

(You’re gonna hear me roar)
Oh oh oh oh oh X2
(You’ll hear me roar)
Oh oh oh oh oh oh
You’re gonna hear me roar...

Ro-oar, ro-oar, ro-oar, ro-oar, ro-oar
I got the eye of the tiger, a fighter, dancing
through the fire
’Cause I am a champion and you’re gonna
hear me roar
Louder, louder than a lion
’Cause I am a champion and you’re gonna
hear me roar
Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh X3

You’re gonna hear me roar
Now I’m floating like a butterfly
Stinging like a bee I earned my stripes
I went from zero, to my own hero

You held me down, but I got up (HEY!)
Already brushing off the dust
You hear my voice, you hear that sound
Like thunder gonna shake the ground

[Chorus:]

I see it all, I see it now

[Chorus:]

I got the eye of the tiger, a fighter, dancing
through the fire
’Cause I am a champion and you’re gonna
hear me roar
Louder, louder than a lion
’Cause I am a champion and you’re gonna
hear me roar
Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh X3

(You’re gonna hear me roar)
Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh X2
(You’ll hear me roar)
Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh
(You’re gonna hear me roar)
Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh X 2
(You’ll hear me roar)
Oh oh oh oh oh oh oh
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THE 12 GATEWAYS TO YOUR LIFE PURPOSE

- Feel totally in alignment with your life purpose because you can actually FEEL it in your body!
- Have inner peace and the congruence of knowing your calling and actions are the same in your life!
- Master the Law of attraction! When you open the 12 doorways to abundance you see you are embedded in infinite possibility not limitation!
- Feel the centered oneness of being totally present in your body, with all your senses alive!
- Put in LESS effort to be happy and successful and experience 20 times the joy and pleasure! (without guilt)

HERE’S WHAT YOU GET:

✓ 3 hours of video lecture and chakra experience on the 12 Gateways to Your Life Purpose DVD ($297 value)
✓ 3 hours of audio lecture and chakra experience on the 12 Gateways to Your Life Purpose CD Set ($197 value)
✓ Hard Copy Companion Book to the 12 Gateways to Your Life Purpose, with even more information than on the DVD and CDs! ($89 value)
✓ 3 Rhys Method® Crystal Bowl Healing Meditations ($36 value)
✓ Rhys Method® Crystal Bowl 12 Gateway tones MP3 to find your core tone. ($25 value)
✓ Easy Digital Downloads of the entire product – DVD, CDs and Companion Book – for your ipod, computer or ipad. ($297 Value)
✓ Instant access to attain the 10 video mini series of Rhys’ class lectures. (priceless)

TOTAL VALUE: $1241

REGULAR PRICE $299
EVENT PRICE $197

Name:_____________________________________________________________________________________
Phone:___________________________________________________________ Email:___________________________________
Shipping Address:__________________________________________________________________________
City:_____________________________State:___________Zip:_________________Country:___________
Payment Method: ☐ Check ☐ Visa ☐ MasterCard ☐ American Express
Card Number:_____________________________________________________Exp Date:______________
Signature:_________________________________________________________________________________

Shipping charges for shippable product are: US $9.99; Canada $16.99; International $24.99. 30 day money back guarantee on all products upon return.
THE RHYS METHOD® LIFE PURPOSE PROFILES

- Learn the 5 foundational keys to helping people get exactly what they want
- Get the clarity and direction you need to create financial security and a career you are proud of
- Improve all of your relationships both personally and at work
- Awaken the courage and energy within you, stop playing small and take action to inspire others
- Learn how to quickly assess others so you can coach and inspire them with pinpoint focus

HERE’S WHAT YOU GET:

- 3 DVD video set ($299 value)
- 4 audio CDs ($199 value)
- 5 Video Training course ($199 Value)
- The Missing Piece Profile Workbook ($50 value)
- 3 Crystal Bowl downloads ($36 value)
- Monthly Q/A Calls with Rhys ($599 value)

TOTAL VALUE: $1241

REGULAR PRICE
$399

EVENT PRICE
$197

Name: __________________________________________

Phone: __________________________ Email: __________________________

Shipping Address: __________________________________________

City: __________________ State: _______ Zip: ___________ Country: ___________

Payment Method: ☐ Check ☐ Visa ☐ MasterCard ☐ American Express

Card Number: __________________________________________ Exp Date: ___________

Signature: __________________________________________

Shipping charges for shippable product are: US $9.99; Canada $16.99; International $24.99. 30 day money back guarantee on all products upon return.
DISCOVER YOUR PURPOSE:
HOW TO USE THE 5 LIFE PURPOSE PROFILES TO UNLOCK YOUR HIDDEN POTENTIAL AND LIVE THE LIFE YOU WERE MEANT TO LIVE

ARE YOU BEING CALLED TO A HIGHER PURPOSE IN LIFE BUT SEE NO CLEAR PATH TO GET THERE?

Get ready to have the clarity, courage, and energy you need to step onto that path today!

- This book will awaken your soul and illuminate your path towards true success.
- You will move from striving for success to living in a state of life mastery.

TODAY’S PRE-ORDER PRICE $17.95 + SHIPPING

Name:_____________________________________________________________________________________
Phone:_________________________________________Email:_____________________________________
Shipping Address:________________________________________________________________________
City:_____________________________State:___________Zip:_________________Country:___________
Payment Method:  □ Check  □ Visa  □ MasterCard  □ American Express
Card Number:_____________________________________________________Exp Date:______________
Signature:_________________________________________________________________________________

Shipping charges for the book are: US $4.99; Canada $9.99; International $16.99. 30 day money back guarantee on all products upon return.
Rhys Thomas is a visionary author, speaker, coach and trainer in the energy medicine field and personal development. He is known worldwide as a pioneer in energy medicine due to his synthesis and re-interpretation of energy medicine techniques for personal and professional transformation. He is the creator of the Rhys Method® transformational system taught exclusively at the Rhys Thomas Institute, and as part of his signature Coaching Programs. Rhys’ most recent accomplishment is his upcoming book published by Tarcher/Penguin:

Discover Your Purpose: How to Use the 5 Life Purpose Profiles to Unleash Your Hidden Potential and Live the Life You Were Meant to Live

“Discover Your Purpose is a comprehensive method and plan to unlock your hidden potential and tap into your truest, highest destiny. It’s the map to who you really are and the life you were meant to live.”

STORY IDEAS

• Your life purpose is never a job!
• Total health and happiness through energy medicine
• Discover your purpose: Unlock your potential
• Most people suffer for one simple reason… they vow to!
• 3 ways to get 10X your energy and passion for life?
• Get what you really want this year!

CREDENTIALS

• Graduate and former teacher at the Institute of Healing Arts and Sciences
• Founder of The Rhys Thomas Institute and Solstice Healing Arts Center
• 15 years of experience in energy medicine practice, which includes full spectrum healing, crystal bowl sound healing, energy reading and soul reading
• Certified Energy Medicine Practitioner, Reiki Master and 2nd Degree Black Belt with twenty-five years of martial arts training
• Before entering the healing arts, he had a successful twenty-seven year career as a tennis professional and national speaker in the sports industry
LET’S CONNECT!

Connect with Rhys via social media! You’ll find him online with the following:

www.facebook.com/rhysthomasinstitute

www.linkedin.com/pub/rhys-thomas/17/408/703

www.pinterest.com/rhysthomasinist

www.twitter.com/rtiem

support@rhysthomasinstitute.com

www.RhysMethod.com
www.RhysThomasInstitute.com